
"Viksit Bharat 2047: The Pravasi Bharatiya Blueprint" is an envisaged scholarly work intended to
encapsulate the quintessence, contributions, and prospective roles of the Indian diaspora in
catalyzing India's evolution into a developed nation by the year 2047. This anthology aspires to
amalgamate a wide spectrum of perspectives, insights, and narratives from a global standpoint,
thereby accentuating the multifarious roles that the Pravasi Bharatiya (Indian diaspora) could
embody in steering India's developmental trajectory.

Objective:
The primary aim of this scholarly endeavor is to investigate and chronicle the pivotal contributions
of the Indian diaspora across various domains, including but not limited to technology, education,
economy, healthcare, and social justice. Furthermore, this work intends to delineate a
comprehensive roadmap elucidating how these contributions could significantly bolster India's
journey towards realizing its aspirational vision of becoming 'Viksit Bharat' by the year 2047.

Sub-Themes for Contributions:
Innovation and Technology Transfer1.
Education and Knowledge Exchange2.
Economic Investment and Entrepreneurship3.
Cultural Preservation and Global Promotion4.
Healthcare Innovations and Collaborations5.
Environmental Sustainability and Clean Energy6.
Social Justice and Inclusive Development7.
Policy Advocacy and International Relations8.
Women and Youth Empowerment9.
Skill Development and Capacity Building10.
Philanthropy and Social Entrepreneurship11.
Cultural and Academic Diaspora Networks12.
The Role of Media and Communication13.
Leveraging Digital Diaspora for Governance14.
Rural Development and Urban Planning15.

Call for Chapters: The Indian Diasporic Network extends an invitation to scholars, practitioners,
policymakers, entrepreneurs, members of the Indian diaspora, and those engaged in Indian diaspora
studies. We are interested in chapters that share insights and experiences aimed at India's
development. These submissions should align with our designated sub-themes and can range from
original research and case studies to success stories or analytical essays that deliver practical insights,
propose innovative frameworks, or suggest policy recommendations.

Call for Chapters:

“Viksit Bharat 2047: The Pravasi Bharatiya
Blueprint”



Guidelines for Submission:
Word Limit: Chapters should be between 5,000 to 7,000 words, including references.
Format: Submissions must be in English, typed in Times New Roman, 12-point font, double-
spaced, and adhere to the APA formatting and referencing style.
Abstract: Each chapter proposal must include an abstract of not more than 250 words,
summarizing the chapter’s focus and key insights.
Biography: A brief author(s) biography of not more than 150 words should accompany the
proposal, highlighting their affiliation, research interests, and key publications.

Submission Process: Interested contributors are requested to submit an abstract and a brief
biography via email to indiandiasporicnetwork@gmail.com. Upon review, selected contributors will
be invited to submit full chapters for further review and inclusion in the book.

Important Dates:
Abstract Submission Deadline: March 31, 2024
Notification of Abstract Acceptance: April 15, 2024
Full Chapter Submission Deadline: May 31, 2024
Review Feedback: June 15, 2024
Final Chapter Submission: June 30, 2024
Review Process: July 2024
Publication: August 2024

All submitted chapters will undergo a double-blind peer review by an international panel of experts
in the field. Feedback will be provided to ensure the high quality and relevance of contributions.

Publication:
The final edited volume is intended for publication by a reputable academic publisher, aiming for
wide distribution within academic and policy circles. It is designed to serve as a valuable resource for
researchers, practitioners, and policymakers interested in the role of the Indian diaspora in
transforming Bharat into a developed nation by 2047.

Contact Information:
For any inquiries or submission of abstracts, please contact:

A project of

Connect with Us:   https://www.linkedin.com/company/indian-diasporic-network/?viewAsMember=true

Email: indiandiasporicnetwork@gmail.com 
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